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Information finding and assisted
browsing

Finding items of interest in a large multi-
dimensional information space is a problem of
increasing importance given the ever-increasing
amount of information that is accessible on-line.
Standard approaches such as keyword retrieval
demand more specificity than the average user
can supply. The user must know what he or she
wants well enough to create a well-defined query
in a query language. The alternative to query-
ing is browsing. Browsing allows users who can-
not specify exactly what they seek to rummage
around in an information space to find it. Brows-
ing in a large space presents additional problems,
however. It is difficult to structure a browsing
space so that users can move about in useful
and efficient ways without getting lost and with-
out having artificial restrictions on their means
of access.

Both querying and browsing assume that there
is a single location where information is located,
but in many cases, multiple sources of informa-
tion may be relevant and these sources may need
to be gathered and combined to meet a particu-
lar need. Our approach to problems of informa-
tion finding in large multi-dimensional informa-
tion spaces is to employ assisted browsing. The
user is provided a standard browsing interface
to move about in an information space, but his
or her progress in this space is monitored and
relevant assistance is provided.

The aim of assisted browsing is to allow access

to information along a multitude of dimensions
and from a multitude of sources without the user
needing to be aware of these complexities. Since
browsing is the central metaphor, we avoid forc-
ing users to create a specific queries. At the same
time, the intelligent assistance available in the
system has the ability to draw in other sources
of knowledge. Knowledge-based retrieval agents
are aware of all of the dimensions of the informa-
tion and present suggestions that lead the user’s
search in reasonable directions.

We have drawn our inspiration in this work
from case-based reasoning theories of cognition
[6,8,9]. Assisted browsing uses the cycle of "re-
trieve and adapt" that is fundamental to the
case-based reasoning model. We also employ
knowledge-based metrics of relevance and sim-
ilarity that are at the core of many case retrieval
systems [2,4].

Find-me Systems

The problem

We have implemented our assisted browsing ap-
proach in a series of systems called FIND-ME sys-
tems. The class of problems addressed by these
systems is best explained through an example:

You want to rent a video. In partic-
ular, you’d like something like Back to
the Future, which you’ve seen and liked.
How do you go about finding some-
thing?
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Do you want to see the sequel, Back to
the Future I17. Do you want to see an-
other Michael J. Fox movie? Do you
want to see Crocodile Dundee, another
movie about a person dropped into an
unfamiliar setting? Time After Time,
another time travel film? Who Framed
Roger Rabbit?, another movie by the
same director?

The goal of the FIND-ME project is to de-
velop systems that deal with this sort of search
problem. We see this approach as applicable to
domains in which there is a large, fixed set of
choices and in which the domain is sufficiently
complex that users would probably be unable to
articulate their retrieval criteria. In these kinds
of areas, person-to-person interaction takes the
form of trading examples, because people can
easily identify what they want when they see
it. Many complex selection problems have these
characteristics, for example, personnel selection.
It is difficult to specify completely what kind of
person is right for a job, but it is easier to look at
a person’s resume and come up with a response
such as "Give me someone like this, but with
more leadership experience."

The browsing interface is obviously a crucial
component of these systems, but in this paper
we focus oll intelligent retrieval. FIND-ME sys-
tems have active clerks that constantly monitor
the user’s choices and retrieve alternative choices
to those that the user is making. Each clerk im-
plements a particular retrieval strategy that re-
calls plausible suggestions. The clerks also al-
low the user to critique the retrieved examples,
and the feedback is used to retrieve further ex-
amples. The clerks’ intervention decreases the
chances that the user will become stuck in a par-
ticular corner of the information space, due to
inadequate knowledge of the space.

The ability to critique the system’s suggestions
allows the user to push the retrieval system in a
particular direction without having to explicitly
articulate sets of features. This approach shares
some characteristics of the use of relevance feed-
back in information retrieval [10] but with the

important difference that users see an explicit ex-
planation of why each example was retrieved and
can critique particular components of that expla-
nation. In most relevance feedback approaches,
the user selects some retrieved documents as be-
ing more relevant than others, but does not have
any detailed feedback about the features used in
the retrieval process.

Video Navigator

We have used our experience in building other
FIND-ME systems [7] in the construction of a sys-
tem for browsing the set of movie videos available
for rental in a typical video store. This system,
VIDEO NAVIGATOIt, draws from a database of
7500 movies based on a popular video reference
work [11]. VIDEO NAVIGATOR serves as an in-
termediary between the user and this database.

The system uses a map of the video store that
users can click on to explore the contents of
database in a fairly standard, hierarchical, man-
ner using the names of actors, directors, etc. The
hierarchical type of search used in the map in-
terface (and in many other search systems) can
be an effective way to find a particular item
when one or more of the features are known.
However, more often than not, users will have a
vague notion of what movie they want but not a
something that could made into concrete query.
By using the browsing interface, users can look
around much as they would browsing in a video
store.

When a user selects a movie to examine, the
clerks spring into action. In VIDEO NAVIGA-
TOI~, there are four clerks: one recalls movies
based on their genre, one recalls movies based
on their actors, another on directors, and still
another arrives a suggestions by comparing the
user against the profiles of other users1. When-
ever the user picks a movie to inspect, each clerk
retrieves and suggests another related movie. It
is as if the user has a few knowledgeable movie
buffs following her around the store, suggesting

1For reasons of space, we have omitted discussion of
the user profiling agent in this paper.
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movies based on their particular area of exper-
tise. The remainder of this paper discusses the
operation of these information retrieval agents.

Implementing retrieval agents

Consider the following representative interaction
the VIDEO NAVIGATOR. The user selects the
actress Glenn Close and looks at the informa-
tion for the movie Dangerous Liaisons. The
Genre Agent looks for other movies that share
the same genre sub-categories as this movie. In
this case, it looks for movies with the cate-
gories: "romantic drama," "historical drama,"
and "movies based on plays." A database query
joining these features retrieves about a hundred
movies. These are ranked by the degree of over-
lap, and those with only one common feature
are discarded. This leaves two dozen or so can-
didates. Only one movie, Valmont, shares all of
three features, which makes it the best sugges-
tion, appropriately so, since it was based on the
same book as Dangerous Liaisons.

Suppose, however, that the user has already
seen Valmont. The genre agent goes back to its
list of possible candidates, which overlap oft two
genre features. In order to select among them,
the genre agent must make additional discrimi-
nations, taking into consideration additional dis-
criminating features that are relevant for genre.

The next place the genre agent turns is to the
director feature, since directorial style is a sig-
nificant component of genre. It first tries to see
if any of these movies were directed by Stephen
Frears, the director of Dangerous Liaisons. This
step fails - the chances are small that in such a
group there will be more than one movie by the
same director. The genre agent has a fall-back
position, however. It turns to a separate knowl-
edge source - this time a semantic network of
directors and their influences2. It looks at each
movie under consideration and asks "How simi-
lar are this director’s influences to those of the

=The knowledge base of directors and their influences
is built from information contained in [1].

original movie?" This question is answered by
using a marker passing operation in the semantic
network. The distance in the network between
two directors is a rough guide to the similarity
of their influences. This information is factored
into the evaluation of each of the candidate sug-
gestions.

In this case, two movies, Yanks and Enemies,
A Love Story, remain tied in first place. They are
both romantic, historical dramas and their direc-
tors share some influences with Stephen Frears.
The genre agent now invokes a third stage of
discrimination, turning finally to the actors in-
volved in the movies. First, it checks to see if
any of the same actors appear in these movies
and the target. When this operation fails, an-
other knowledge source is employed, this one a
knowledge base of actor types. This knowledge
base categorizes actors into types such as "ac-
tion hero" or "tragic heroine." One important
category is the multi-talented actor, who plays
a wide variety of roles. The presence of such an
actor in a movie is a clue that the film may be
one in which versatile dramatic performance is
important. This category is a point of similarity
between Dangerous Liaisons, which stars John
Malkovitch, and Enemies, A Love Story, featur-
ing Angelica Huston, so this movie becomes the
suggestion.

At this point, the genre agent has refined
its criterion to romantic, historical dramas with
Frears-like direction and versatile acting. This
is not a query that a user could easily articu-
late, yet the agent can derive it by starting from
the example and reasoning about what elements
of that movie might contribute to the percep-
tion of genre. If the agent’s notion of genre does
not match with what the user had in mind, the
user can critique the agent’s retrieval by exam-
ining the factors that went into it. The user
might, for example, decide that the historical as-
pect of Dangerous Liaisons was not that impor-
tant. The genre agent would then drop "histor-
ical drama" from the features it considers and
recompute its suggestion.

This example shows the application of two ba-
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sic operations: finding examples that are similar
to the target under a certain metric, and discrim-
inating between examples based on additional
criteria. The genre agent uses genre categories
to retrieve an initial set of possibilities and then
applies knowledge of directorial style and actor
types to discriminate among them. The other re-
trieval agents operate similarly. For example, the
director agent uses the director knowledge base
to find movies by related directors and then dis-
criminates between them using a quality metric
and genre categories.

Architecture

The retrieval agents in VIDEO NAVIGATOR per-
form their similarity assessment by drawing to-
gether of several different kinds of information
into the making of a recommendation. The
database holds many details about each movie,
but has no structure that helps make sense of
those details. To reason about the features
of movies, the agents turn to other knowledge
sources: such as the knowledge base describing
directors and their influences, and the knowledge
base of actors and actor categories.

The architecture of the information retrieval
agents in Video Navigator is shown in Figure 1.
The three advisory agents interact with the video
database through an intermediary: the database
agent. The purpose of this design is to maxi-
mize modularity with respect to the database.
The advisory agents issue KQML requests [5] to
the database agent, which translates them into
calls to the database. For example, the message
in Figure 2 is sent by the director agent to re-
trieve the movies directed by Woody Allen. The
database agent translates this into a simple table
lookup and returns a list of matching proposi-
tions. For more complex queries, it can perform
simple syntactic query optimization.

The retrieval strategies followed by each agent
are implemented as plan trees containing condi-
tionals. The steps in the plan are retrieval or
discrimination operations. If an operation fails,
for instance, if information is unavailable, there

are fall-back methods available. For example, if
none of the actors in a target film have starred in
other movies, the actor agent cannot perform its
initial retrieval step. It will generalize its search
by looking in the actor category knowledge base
for other similar actors and then try to retrieve
their movies.

Conclusion

FIND-ME systems fill an important gap in in-
formation gathering research. They use exist-
ing archives and data-bases as resources to be
mined on demand as part of the user’s explo-
ration of a complex domain. While there is grow-
ing recognition of the importance of the user in
knowledge discovery and information gathering
systems [3], many of these systems are built to
be batch processors that learn new concepts or
construct new knowledge bases independently of
a user. In FIND-ME systems, users are an inte-
gral part of the information gathering process,
even when they cannot specify exactly what in-
formation they seek.

Robustness in the face of user uncertainty is
another important aspect of VIDEO NAVIGATOI~
and other FIND-ME systems. Most people’s un-
derstanding of real world domains such as cars
and movies is vague and ill-defined. This makes
constructing good queries a difficult skill to mas-
ter. We believe therefore that an information
gathering system should always provide the op-
tion of examining a "reasonable next piece," of
information, given where the user is now. The
clerks in VIDEO NAVIGATOR, provide several
reasonable next steps using a range of retrieval
strategies.
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